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Abstract

It is presented an algorithmic model of an economic system (with
labour and goods market), where decisions of production and consump-
tion are made by a population of Algorithmic Rational Agents (ARAs),
divided between producers and workers. The ARAs are characterized
by behavioural functions, specific trading rules and are connected in a
network. Exchanges are made by signing virtual contracts that involve
the use of financial means. The creation of new financial means of ex-
change, credit and debt, is endogenous. Production is heterogeneous
and conceived as a circular process. This algorithmic model represents
a digital economic laboratory, a powerful instrument able to generate
virtual economies in order to answer di↵erent research questions. It
represents an answer to the need to develop models able to explore
the complexity of out-of-equilibrium market behaviour, grounded on
bookkeeping principles and computable methods.
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1 Introduction

The present paper aims to build an algorithmic model, a digital economic

laboratory, that can be used in order to run thought experiments for the com-
prehension of important economic issues. The idea is to construct thought

experiments able to capture the mechanism of exchange and production in
disaggregated economies. The di↵erence between previous thought exper-
iments and those of the present paper is the care put on the accounting
coherence, the presence of heterogeneous and multiple production and the
consistency with the mathematics of digital computers.

In physics experiments, after the Fermi-Pasta-Ulam (FPU) experiment
in 1955, experiments are not any longer conducted exclusively on real lab-
oratories, but also on digital or analogical ones (Weissert, 1997; Galavotti,
2008). The FPU problem and the way computer simulations were e↵ectively
utilized to understand a theoretical problem is instructive for economists, in
particular, for the tailoring of laboratory experiments. The relevance of the
digital computer for the economic theory is evident. Indeed, it is beyond
doubt that the “enormous developments in the theoretical and practical
technology of the computer have made a tremendous impact on economic

methodology in general, but also in economic theory in particular [and]
it must be emphasised that these references are to the digital computer”
(Velupillai and Zambelli, 2011, p.260, emphasis added).

The paper is organized as follows: in chapter 2 the building blocks of
the laboratory are described; in chapter 3 the mathematical structure of the
laboratory, the general setting of the experiments and the research topics are
analysed. Finally, in chapter 4 the conclusions are reported. The appendices
have been added.
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2 The building blocks of the laboratory

The algorithmic model presented in this paper is a digital economic labora-

tory in which thought experiments can be run in order to answer economic
theoretical questions. The laboratory can be changed according to the ex-
perimental setting, although some fundamental features remain fixed. These
features are the building blocks of the digital economic laboratory.

2.1 The Algorithmic Rational Agent (ARA)

An ARA is a set of algorithms and a collection of property rights. ARAs
are characterized by a determined location and have a specific network of
relations. They can be producers, producers and workers or only workers; in
any case they are consumers. The producer can work only in his enterprise;
this implies that producers cannot migrate. Workers of the same enterprise
are organized into trade unions whose unique task is to announce the wage.
The number of trade unions is the same of the enterprises. ARAs are de-
scribed by behavioural functions and they buy, sell, consume, produce, work
and migrate inside the virtual market. Each individual ARA is represented
by a combination of features in terms of preference-propensity-technical pa-
rameters. Each ARA takes decisions according to his characteristics and
on the basis of the information set at his disposal. It is worth remembering
that in the digital economic laboratory it is supposed that each ARA has the
capability to exploit his information set. Each ARA, according to his charac-
teristics, his information set, his location, his wealth, his endowment and his
knowledge of the production methods at disposal (in the case of producers)
is able to make decisions with respect to the producing, consuming, buying
and selling of economic magnitudes. The decision process (represented by
algorithms) transforms input into output. Some decision processes (such as
demand functions, wage/price functions and error correction mechanisms)
are behavioural functions designed according to the particular thought ex-

periment. Other decision processes (such as the choice of the method) are
part instead of the digital economic laboratory.

It is important to emphasize that by wealth we mean only the accu-
mulation of debt and credit relations. The value of the endowment is not
wealth (despite it is for sure a source of value for the ARA) because, accord-
ing to the terminology used in the digital economic laboratory, the wealth

represents only the financial wealth.
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Figure 2.1: The ARA producer: in this picture the main characteristics of the ARA

producer are summarised. What is written on his head represents what an ARA has in

his mind, his information set (⌦), the knowledge of the methods of production (T ) and

his access to these methods for the production of his commodity (O). In the body, there

are the preference-propensity-technical parameters of the ARA that are fixed (⇥). Under

the feet, each ARA is identified by his position (⌥). The dashed rectangle represents

the expectations of the ARA while the not-dashed rectangle represents the e↵ective an-

nouncements of the ARA (about consumption, labour supply, prices, wages etc.). The bag

represents the financial wealth and endowment (E) that the ARA has at disposal. The

letter represents the information coming from the local market (for example, the changes

in prices and wages).
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Figure 2.2: The ARA worker: the main characteristics of the ARA worker have been

represented with the same logic of the producer. Workers do not organize production and

for this reason E, T and O are not present.
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2.2 The topology of the model

Inside the virtual market, 3 di↵erent commodities are produced. Each pro-
ducer produces only one commodity and more producers can produce the
same commodity. Each producer needs the other commodities and labour
of his workers in order to produce his commodity. Considering that an al-
gorithmic model needs to register the time, price, quantities and the agents
that are engaged in the exchange, exchanges have to be deterministic be-
tween ARAs characterized by an univocal location. The environment is
represented by a set of cells positioned inside a grid. Each ARA is assigned
to a particular cell. The action of the ARA located inside a particular cell
depends on the state of the neighbouring cells. In detail, the topology of the
model has been designed through the use of the cellular automaton and in
particular the ring one-dimensional cellular automata in Wolfram-von Neu-
mann’s terms (see Wolfram, 2002). The ring lattice is necessary in order to
allow each ARA producer to have as neighbours two producers of a di↵erent
commodity (see figure 2.3). Each ARA worker is hired by one producer.
Each producer interacts with the other producers (according to the nearest
neighbourhood rule), with the workers of his enterprise, and the workers
hired by the neighbouring producers. At the end of each production period
workers can decide to migrate to one of the neighbouring enterprises. In
this way, the location of each worker can change in time. Each worker in-
teracts with the producer of the enterprise in which is working and with the
producers of the neighbouring enterprises. Only in the consumer exchange

phase, workers can interact with the other workers of the same enterprise
(see sections 2.7 and 3.4.8 for more details).

2.3 Local markets

This fundamental structure based on 3 producers and a defined number of
enrolled workers represents a fundamental local unit that can be called local

market. It is a small, local, and interconnected economic system localized
in a specific position inside the ring-lattice and described by its map of
spatial relationships. The local market can be defined as a local system in
which each producer can reproduce his commodity through labour and the
commodities of the other neighbouring producers. It is possible to enlarge
the model by adding more local markets producing the same 3 initial com-
modities. This passage from a low to a high dimension has a fundamental
economic meaning. Indeed, it allows to study the e↵ects of the aggregation
of interconnected local economies producing the same commodities. Con-
sider for example the case of 9 producers producing 3 commodities (see
figure 2.4). The total number of local markets is 9, with all producers of the
same commodity representing one industry.
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Figure 2.3: The ARAs in a ring one-dimensional lattice: in this example 3 pro-

ducers are considered: producer 1,2 and 3. The colour of the cell identifies the commodity

produced: commodity 1 is green (wheat), commodity 2 is pink (coal) commodity 3 is

yellow (iron). As a consequence, producer 1 produces wheat, producer 2 produces coal

and producer 3 produces iron. Each producer hires workers for the production of his com-

modity (cells w). In this example each producer hires 3 workers. Each producer interacts

with all the other neighbouring producers, with his group of workers (which sells labour to

him and buy commodities inside his local market) and the workers of the other enterprises

(which represent simply potential consumers of his commodity). In order to give an idea

of the ring-lattice, producer 1 and 3, present also on the extremes of the figure, have been

represented in light colours.
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2.4 Exchanges

The exchanges are bilateral and deterministic. The topology of the ex-
changes inside the lattice is displayed in figure 2.5. Any exchange is asso-
ciated to the underwriting of an IOU denominated in a socially accepted
unit of account. An IOU (I owe you) is a contract, a deferred payment of
an exchange which is taking place now. In our framework only two types
of exchange are allowed: commodities versus financial contracts (IOUs) and
labour employment contracts versus financial contracts (IOUs); exchanges
of one type of IOUs against other types of IOUs has been excluded, because
it would incorporate non-essential features of the functioning of a virtual
market. An exchange between two ARAs can take place only if one has a
commodity or labour to sell and the other has the necessary quantities of
IOUs. Obviously, in the case in which the two ARAs do not have commodi-
ties or labour at their disposal the exchange does not take place. If instead
one of the two does not have the necessary purchasing power, i.e. does not
have IOUs, the exchange may still take place if and only if the two ARAs
agree to underwrite a new IOU. In this case new debt and credit is generated
and the commodity or labour is exchanged. In the digital economic labora-

tory it is assumed that ARAs always agree to underwrite IOUs if needed.

k

2 ...

i+ 1 ... 1

1 3 i

...

k

Figure 2.5: The structure of the exchanges: each producer i (for i=1,...,k) is rep-

resented by a yellow box while the group of workers of each enterprise is represented by

a green box. Each enterprise is represented by the rectangle green/yellow. The arrows

display the structure of exchanges. The dashed arrows are exchanges between producers

while the line arrows are exchanges with workers. In order to produce, each producer

has to exchange his commodity with the commodities of the other producers of his local

market. Each producer has also to pay the workers in order to organize production. Each

producer sells his commodity to the producers and workers of his local market. Each

producer exchanges only with the ARAs of his local market.
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2.5 Production, consumption and markets

Producers can produce if they have at their disposal the necessary means of
production and the necessary labour force. The production is conceived as a
circular process and does not consider the presence of capital or inventories.
In detail, each producer has to choose the best method of production (of
the fixed proportions type) according to the prices and the wage in his
local market. The method that maximizes his expected profit is chosen and
the desired investment and labour demand can be computed. At the same
time all ARAs workers (and producers that decide to work) calculate their
desired labour supply. After that, the exchanges inside each local market
take place (production goods market and labour force market) and ARA
can be rationed. The new level of IOUs can be computed. At this point
all ARAs know their level of income so that they can compute their desired
consumption demands while producers transform the bought resources into
new commodities. At this point producers decide how much of the new
production to keep for the production of the next period and how much
to o↵er inside the consumption goods market of the present production
period. After the new exchanges in the consumption goods market and
the new computation of the IOUs, ARAs of the same enterprise (workers
and producers) exchange their consumption goods in order to reach their
desired consumption basket (if not reached before). It is worth remembering
that this phase does not imply the creation of new IOUs (i.e., it is a barter
exchange). Finally, ARA workers decide if and where to migrate among the
neighbouring enterprises.

2.6 Double-entry bookkeeping system and national account-

ing

Any exchange is associated with a registration in the economic accounts and
in the balance sheets of the two ARAs involved. The nature of the genera-
tions of IOUs allows to identify the sum of IOUs as the total aggregated debt
which is equal to the total aggregated credit. The sum of the values of the
quantities sold and of the values of the quantities bought are by definition
equal. This represents the foundations of the definition and measurement
of standard national accounting magnitudes (generated from the micro level
data) based on double-entry bookkeeping system.

2.7 Dynamics

Each production period (that we can consider as a budget or accounting
period from t to t+1) is subdivided into di↵erent logical phases (⌧), in which
ARAs take a decision with respect to a particular step in the production
process. The fundamental logical steps are displayed in figure 2.6.
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tion sets are updated according to past history.

Price and wage

announcement

According to their information sets producers

(trade unions) announce their prices (wages).

Desired quantities

demanded and supplied

in labour force market and

production goods market

Computation of the desired quantities. Pro-

ducers’ demands are computed according to

the methods in order to maximize profits.

Exchanges of

production goods

and labour

ARAs can be rationed in the exchanges. The

exchanges imply a new computation of the

IOUs.

Production

Production takes place according to the quan-

tities bought and the methods.

Decision of investment

ARA producers decide how much of the new

production to devote to the consumption

goods market or to keep for next production.

Desired quantities

demanded and supplied in

consumption goods market

ARAs know their revenues and can calculate

their demands of consumption goods while

producers compute their supplies of goods.

Exchanges of

consumption

goods

ARAs can be rationed in the exchanges. The

exchanges imply a new computation of the

IOUs.

Consumer exchange

This is a barter exchange phase inside each

enterprise. These exchanges do not imply a

new computation of the IOUs.

Migration

Workers decide if and in which enterprise to

migrate inside their local market.

Figure 2.6: The dynamics of the laboratory : the fundamental logical steps.
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3 The mathematical structure of the lab-

oratory

In this section, a detailed description of the mathematical structure and
of the equations that are at the basis of the digital economic laboratory

is presented. See in the appendix G the tables G.1, G.2 and G.3 for the
description of the rules used for the matrix notation.

3.1 The topology of the model: local markets and migration

The system considers the presence of producers and workers. Both of them
must be recognized by an identification number and located on a lattice.
Each producer i (for i=1,...,k) produces only one commodity g (for g=1,...,n)
and represents one enterprise. It is supposed that each producer i produces
only one commodity g. In order to know which commodity is produced by
each producer simply calculate ◆(i)=mod(i/n), for ◆(i)=1,...,n considering
that if i=µn for µ 2 0 (natural number di↵erent from zero), ◆(i)=n. Re-
member that mod is the abbreviation of modulo operation, where the result
is the remainder of the Euclidean division. The local market is the funda-
mental local unit of the digital economic laboratory. In each local market are
present n producers ī (for ī=1,...,n) with their enrolled workers. The num-
ber of local markets is equal to the number of producers. The local market
s (for s=1,...,k) is defined as a triple of producers where the producer i=s

produces commodity ◆(i) and exchange his commodity with the other two
neighbouring producers of his local market. The local market s of producer
i can be indicated also as s(i) so that is always verified that s(i)=i. Local
markets result, as a consequence, interconnected because each producer i is
present in n local markets. Indeed, each producer sells his commodity in his
local market but, as buyer of other commodities, he is present also in the
local market of the other two neighbouring producers. ˜

 is the matrix of
the components of all local markets. ˜

 s is the vector inside the matrix ˜

 

of the producers of the local market s (the vector  s is in order according
to the commodity produced). See the appendix A for a numerical example
of the topology structure.

˜

 = [˜ s] for s = 1, ..., k (3.1)

˜

 s = [ ̃ī]s for ī = 1, ..., n (3.2)

Also the prices could make reference to the single producer i (pi) or to the
local market s (ps). Following the rules explained above, with the column
vector ps=[p s ] are considered the prices of the producers inside the local
market s.
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Each worker j (for j=1,...,K) is hired by one producer but can migrate
to the neighbouring enterprises in time. Each producer hires a variable
number of workers k̃, so that a number of hired workers k̃it is associated to
each producer i at time t. Obviously, each producer can hire a maximum
number of workers equal to K and it must be true that

Pk
i=1 k̃it = K. At

time t it is possible to have a particular allocation of workers among the
enterprises. After one production period, workers can migrate so that their
location change. Migration movements can be summarised into the matrix
Mt where each worker j (first row of the matrix Mt) is associated to the
enterprise i where he is hired (second row of the matrix Mt). The matrix
M(1:2,1:K)t is (denoting by i

⇤ the enterprise where the worker is enrolled):

M(1, j)t = j for j = 1, ...,K (3.3)

M(2, j)t = i

⇤
for j = 1, ...,K and i

⇤ 2 [1, k] (3.4)

The matrix Mt represents the description of the position of each worker in
each period in time. It is possible also to compute for each time t the matrix
�it of the workers hired in each enterprise i. The matrix �(1 : k̃it, 1)it can
be represented in general as:

�(1 : k̃it, 1)it = [ j ]it 8 j | M(2, j)t = i (3.5)

See the appendix B for an example of the migration dynamics with 3 and 9
producers.

3.2 The description of the ARAs

Each ARA has his particular characterization, which influences the way in
which he takes decisions. This characterization is represented by a com-
bination of features in terms of preference-propensity-technical parameters.
These parameters are collected in the matrix ⇥, for each ARA producer
i and worker j. In the digital economic laboratory the particular thought

experiment determines the parameters of the matrix ⇥. Each ARA takes
decisions according to his characteristics and on the basis of the information
set at his disposal. It is worth remembering that in the digital economic

laboratory it is supposed that each ARA has the capability to exploit this
information.

Each ARA producer and worker has his information set, which will be
respectively ⌦it and ⌦jt (for i=1,...,k and j=1,...,K) in a particular time
t. These information sets are represented by the multiple dynamic array
Hs(i,1:t�1) (Hs(j,1:t�1) for workers, where the information set of a particular
trade union corresponds to the information sets of all the workers enrolled
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in the relative enterprise in that moment): a collection of matrices with all
the past values of the variables that make reference to the local market s in
which the ARA is present.

⌦it = [Hs(i,1:t�1)]it ⌦jt = [Hs(j,1:t�1)]jt (3.6)

Each ARA has resources at disposal: wealthit (wealthjt for workers) is the
financial wealth and eit represents the physical endowment. ARAs have also
at their disposal an endowment in terms of potential labour supply: Lsp for
producers and L

sw for workers. ⌥it (⌥jt for workers) represents the location
of the ARA. Tit is the technological set while Oit is a matrix that accounts
for which methods of production (present inside the technological set) are
accessible to the producer i at time t. For the producer, the matrix ⌥it =
[ ,

˜

 ,�]s(i)t. For workers, ⌥jt contains the location of the worker j, ⌥jt =
[M(:, j)]t. Each ARA, according to his characteristics, his information set
and his location is able to make decisions with respect to the producing,
consuming, buying and selling of economic magnitudes. These decisions
have as output the updating of his information set with the new variables
that have been modified by his decisions during the period t (Hit or Hjt):

Hit = FARAit(⌦it, ⇥it, wealthit, eit, L

sp
, ⌥it, Tit, Oit) (3.7)

Hjt = FARAjt(⌦jt, ⇥jt, wealthjt, L

sw
, ⌥jt) (3.8)

Hit (or Hjt for workers) is a multiple dynamic array containing all the
variables that the ARA influences with his decisions (or that influence him)
in a particular period t. These variables are the result of the decision process,
a set of algorithms represented by the function FARA.

3.3 The initial conditions

At the beginning of each period t, each producer i has at disposal an ini-
tial endowment eit. It is supposed that each ARA producer produces only
one commodity and has as endowment only his commodity. This endow-
ment is defined in real terms and represents the share �i,t�1 of the previous
production bi,t�1 of his commodity ◆(i) devoted to the new production so
that eit=�i,t�1bi,t�1. Despite all the endowment is devoted to production,
not all this quantity is devoted to the exchanges on the production goods
market. Indeed, each producer keeps part of his endowment ẽit=⌘i,t�1bi,t�1

(always for production) and exchanges the rest spgmit =↵i,t�1bi,t�1 in order to
have the other commodities necessary for the reproduction of his commod-
ity. As a consequence, the supply of the commodity devoted to exchange in

12



the production goods market for each producer corresponds to s

pgm
it . The

endowment not devoted to exchange corresponds to ẽit. Remember that
�it=⌘it+↵it for each production period, so that eit=s

pgm
it +ẽit. For the whole

system is true that:

spgmt = [spgmi ]t s

pgm
it = [e� ẽ]it (3.9)

Workers (and producers if they decide to work) have at their disposal an
endowment in terms of potential labour supply. It is possible to imagine this
endowment as a parameter, which correspond to the maximum number of
hours to devote to work each day L

sw (for workers) and L

sp (for producers).
Each ARA will be able to calculate his desired labour supply (Lsp⇤

it for each
producer i=1,...,k that decides to work and L

sw⇤
jt for each worker j=1,...,K)

that should be necessarily equal or inferior to L

sp and L

sw (respectively).
These quantities are considered given in the mathematical description of
the digital economic laboratory because they will be designed according to
the particular thought experiment and are determined by the behavioural
function. Each producer and worker has also an initial financial wealth at
his disposal: respectively wealthit and wealthjt. The level of wealth depends
on past history. At the beginning of the first production period the financial
wealth of each ARA is equal to zero. For the sake of accounting consistency,
the sum of the total wealth of producers (that incorporates the total wealth
of enterprises) and workers is always equal to zero. The wealth represents
the accumulation of debt and credit positions (i.e., the negative or positive
di↵erence between revenues and expenditures for each production period).

3.4 The dynamics of the model: the equations

3.4.1 Phase ⌧1: the announcement of prices and wages

According to the information set, each producer will announce his price pit.
This price cannot be changed after announcement and it is the same for the
whole production period and for all the other producers. Also wages are
announced in the same way by trade unions and cannot be changed in the
production period. The wage wit is the same for all the workers enrolled
in the same enterprise. Trade unions represent an aggregation of all the
workers enrolled by the same enterprise. The prices and wages announced
by each producer and trade union for the whole economy are represented by
the vectors:

pt = [pi]t and wt = [wi]t for i = 1, ..., k (3.10)

The triple of prices and wages considered in each local market are repre-
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sented by the vectors ps and ws while for the whole economy we have to
consider the matrix Pt and Wt:

Pt = [ps]t and Wt = [ws]t for s = 1, ..., k (3.11)

pst = [p s ]t and wst = [w s ]t for s = 1, ..., k (3.12)

The matrices Pt and Wt are considered given in the mathematical descrip-
tion of the digital economic laboratory because they will be designed accord-
ing to the particular thought experiment and behavioural function.

3.4.2 Phase ⌧2: computation of the desired quantities demanded

and supplied in the production goods markets and labour

force market

After the announcement of prices and wages, workers and producers (if they
decide to work) can decide their levels of labour supply L

sw⇤
jt (for j=1,...,K)

and L

sp⇤
it (for i=1,...,k) respectively. These quantities will be announced in

the labour force market. These values are considered given in the mathe-
matical description of the digital economic laboratory because they will be
designed according to the particular thought experiment and behavioural
function.

After the announcement of prices and wages producers can compute their
desired quantities of commodities and labour. The exchanges happen inside
each local market. In each local market, the technological input require-
ments in terms of commodities and labour are represented by the matrices
and , while the relative level of the possible output is represented by the

matrix . In particular, consider as in Sra↵a (1960), and square matri-
ces of order n: =[ īg] and =[ īg], with ī,g=1,...,n. =[ īg] is the matrix
of the means (methods) of production (semi-positive and indecomposable),
where īg is the quantity of the commodity g means of production of the
enterprise ī. =[ īg] is the production matrix (diagonal and semipositive
definite), where īg is the quantity of the commodity g produced by the
enterprise ī. Each producer (enterprise) ī produces only one commodity g,
mean of production for the other producers. =[ ī] is the labour vector and

ī indicates the amount of labour required by the producer ī. It is supposed
that each ARA producer produces only one commodity (the Sra�an case
of joint production is not considered so that bīg = 0 for each g 6=◆(̄i) and
the diagonal matrix of can be considered in the subsequent equations).
Each producer has di↵erent mg alternative methods zg at his disposal for
the production of his commodity (zg=1,...,mg). This implies that the pro-
ducers will choose a particular combination of methods that will compose
the matrices , and of their local markets. Remember that if the num-
ber of the alternative methods is mg, m3

g possible alternative configurations
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of the matrices , and exist. These alternative methods, for all the
commodities, are organized in an input-output multidimensional matrix T ,
which is supposed to be known by all the producers of the whole virtual
economy and constant in time:

T (1 : n, 1 : (n+ 2), 1 : mg) =

2

6664

zg
11 . . .

zg
1n

zg
1

zg
1

zg
21 . . .

zg
2n

zg
2

zg
2

...
...

...
...

...
zg
n1 . . .

zg
nn

zg
n

zg
n

3

7775
(3.13)

The collection of the methods of the matrix T that allows to produce the
same commodity is organized inside the input-output multidimensional ma-
trix �. For the production of his commodity, each producer i has to choose
the method �⇤

i which allows him to maximize the expected profit given
the prices and the wage inside his local market. In detail, the structure of
the matrix � is the subsequent (it will be followed mainly the notation of
Zambelli et al., 2017):

�(1 : mg, 1 : (n+ 2), g) =

2

6664

1
g1 . . .

1
gn

1
g

1
g

2
g1 . . .

2
gn

2
g

2
g

...
...

...
...

...
mg

g1 . . .

mg
gn

mg
g

mg
g

3

7775
(3.14)

Considering the whole economy, di↵erent producers of the same commod-
ity g can use di↵erent methods of the matrix �(:,:,g) or converge to the
same method between the mg at disposal for each commodity. Each pro-
ducer knows which commodity he can produce. This information is collected
inside the multidimensional matrix O(1:n,1:mg,i). On the basis of this in-
formation, the producer will choose the method that allows him to maximize
the expected profit given the prices and the wage of his local market. The
algorithm that determines the choice of the method is reported in detail
in the appendix C. The selected method for the production of the unique
commodity will be for each producer (considering g=◆(i) for time t):

�⇤
it = �(z

it⇤
g , :, g) = [

z⇤g
g1,

z⇤g
g2, . . . ,

z⇤g
gn,

z⇤g
g ,

z⇤g
g ]it (3.15)

As a consequence, each local market will compose his matrices ⇤, ⇤ and
⇤. The desired quantities of commodities to be bought on the production
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goods market by the producer i depend on the volume of desired produc-
tion of his commodity vpit. This quantity is determined by the particular
behavioural function. For example, producers could decide the volume of
desired production according to the expected demand d

e
it so that vpit=d

e
it.

If producer i produces only one commodity (as supposed), each producer
will compute:

�
⇤

it = �(zit⇤g , 1 : (n+ 1), g) = [
z⇤g
g1,

z⇤g
g2, . . . ,

z⇤g
gn,

z⇤g
g ]it (3.16)

�
⇤

it ⇤ �it = [ã1, . . . , ãn, l̃n+1]it with �it = vpit/�
⇤

it (3.17)

Remembering that ã

it
g =0 for g=◆(i), because each producer has already at

disposal his commodity for production (see equation 3.9 for more details
on this point), it is possible to calculate for the whole economy the desired
demand of commodities and labour as:

˜At(1 : k, 1 : n, t) =

2

6664

ã11 . . . ã1n

ã21 . . . ã2n
...

...
...

ãk1 . . . ãkn

3

7775

t

˜lit(1 : k, 1, t) =

2

6664

l̃1

l̃2
...
l̃k

3

7775

t

(3.18)

Now it is possible to calculate the level of the desired demand for production
goods inside each local market and, as a consequence, in the whole economy
as dpgmst for s=1,...,k:

dpgm
t = [dpgms ]t with d

pgm
s = [

nX

ī=1

ã ̃īs,◆(s)
]t (3.19)

At the same time workers, and producers if they decide to work, will an-
nounce their desired labour supply: Lsw⇤

jt for j=1,...,K and L

sp⇤
it for i=1,...,k

respectively. The labour supply of the workers of the same enterprise can be
aggregated so that the matrices of labour demand and supply for the whole
economy can be computed as:

L

sw⇤
it =

X

j2�it

L

sw⇤
jt for i = 1, ..., k (3.20)

Ld
t = [Ld

it] with L

d
it = l̃it (3.21)

Ls⇤
t = [Ls⇤

it ] with L

s⇤
it = L

sp⇤
it + L

sw⇤
it (3.22)

At this point, the labour demand and supply and the demand and supply of
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commodities have been computed. In the next phase, the exchanges between
producers and producers and workers in the production goods market and
in the labour force market respectively will take place.

3.4.3 Phase ⌧3: exchanges, rationing and purchased quantities in

the labour force market and the production goods market

At the moment of exchange, in production goods and labour force market,
if the demand is greater than the supply ARAs are rationed. The levels of
rationing inside the whole virtual economy are indicated respectively for the
production goods and labour force market with:

ratpgmt = spgmt ↵ dpgm
t ratLt = Ls⇤

t ↵Ld
t (3.23)

Remember that if supply is superior with respect to demand there is
no rationing and the corresponding value inside the matrix ratpgmt or ratLt
is posed equal to 1. Each producer (worker) is potentially rationed by the
suppliers of his local market. This means that the commodities and labour
e↵ectively bought by each producer are equal to his desired quantities cor-
rected for the rationing computed in the matrix ratpgmt and ratLt . The
quantities e↵ectively bought by each producer for production after rationing
are represented for the whole economy by the matrix Qt (commodities) and
qLt (labour force). For a detailed description of the rationing procedure see
the appendix D (it is worth remembering that q

L
it corresponds to the total

amount of labour force bought by the ARA producer i):

Qt(1 : k, 1 : n, t) =

2

6664

q11 . . . q1n

q21 . . . q2n
...

...
...

qk1 . . . qkn

3

7775

t

q

L
t (1 : k, 1, t) =

2

6664

q

L
11

q

L
21
...

q

L
k1

3

7775

t

(3.24)

By multiplication of the rows of these matrices Qt and qLt for the prices and
wages of the respective local markets, it is possible to compute the values
of the purchased quantities. The total amount of labour force bought by
the ARA producer i corresponds to the sum of the total amount of labour
e↵ectively sold to producer i by the workers of his enterprise and himself
L

s
it by all the workers enrolled in his enterprise i. See the appendix D for a

detailed description of the rationing procedure in the labour force market:

q

L
it = L

s
it L

s
it = [Lsp + L

sw]it (3.25)

It is possible to compute the level of the unsold commodities unspgmit as the
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di↵erence between what has been o↵ered in the local market s of producer
i (s=i) and what has been e↵ectively sold to the neighbouring producers:

uns

pgm
it = s

pgm
it � [

nX

ī=1

q ̃īs(i),◆(i)
]t (3.26)

3.4.4 Phase ⌧4: production

Given the quantities bought in the production goods market and in the
labour force market, it is possible to compute the resources for production
at disposal of each producer. In order to obtain this, it is necessary to
add to the commodities bought also the part of endowment not exchanged
(ẽit) plus the unsold commodity in the production goods market (unspgmit ).
The e↵ective quantities at disposal of each ARA producer i for production
correspond to the vector qprodit:

qprodit = [qi1, . . . , qin, q
L
i,n+1]t (3.27)

[qi,◆(i)]t = [ẽ+ uns

pgm]it (3.28)

These commodities are used by each producer i for the production of the
quantity bit, which represents the level of real production of the commodity
◆(i) of each producer i considering the e↵ective use of the resources devoted
to production qusedit:

qusedit = [ai1, . . . , ain, li,n+1]t (3.29)

[ai1, . . . , ain, li,n+1]t
production������! bit (3.30)

The production process may generate residuals out of commodities that
are not used up. In this case the producer can try to exploit residuals for
further production through the use of a set of methods ˜T that allows to use
combination of commodities (or only labour) also when one, two or three
of them are missing (labour is always necessary). This set of methods is
more expensive with respect to the original one (i.e., these methods are not
e�cient) but allows to reduce the volume of the residuals. The producer can
use these methods and carry on production until residuals are minimized.
The final residuals arise out of this process. For a graphical representation
of this process see in the appendix F the figure F.1. Remember that this
residual mechanism process can be excluded or modified by the thought

experiment. In each case at the end of this process it is possible to obtain
the e↵ective levels of production qprodit and the e↵ective amount of labour
and commodities used in production qusedit. The commodities not used in
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production (neither through this eventual residual mechanism process) are
residuals called residualit.

residualit = qprodit � qusedit (3.31)

3.4.5 Phase ⌧5: the investment decision

Once production has been completed, producers have at disposal a new
quantity of their commodity. At this point they have to decide how much
of this amount to o↵er on the consumption goods market and how much to
keep for next production. This decision depends on the behavioural function
of the thought experiment that will define, each production period at phase
⌧5, the value of these 3 variables: the percentage ⌘it of production to keep for
next production; the percentage ↵it of production to keep for exchange in the
next production goods market and the percentage �it of actual production
to devote to consumption goods market of the present production period.
Remember that ⌘it+↵it+�it=1 and �it=⌘it+↵it, where �it represents the
percentage of production not devoted to consumption so that ei,t+1=�itbit
is the total endowment for production; spgmi,t+1=↵itbit is the endowment that
will be exchanged in the production goods market; ẽi,t+1=⌘itbit is the en-
dowment for production that will not be exchanged in the production goods
market and finally s

cgm
it =�itbit is the share of production devoted to ex-

change in the consumption goods market of the present production period.

3.4.6 Phase ⌧6: computation of the desired quantities demanded

and supplied in the consumption goods market

At this point producers know how much to o↵er on the consumption goods
market. This quantity would be equal to:

scgmt = [scgmi ]t s

cgm
it = �itbit (3.32)

At the same time, workers have earned their income from labour. As a con-
sequence, they can decide how much of their financial resources to devote to
consumption. This decision is taken according to the particular behavioural
function of the thought experiment (e.g., an utility function). For each ARA
producer and worker, the column vector of the desired consumption goods
can be computed, considering also the aggregation of the workers enrolled
in each enterprise:

cp⇤it = [cpg]
⇤
it for g = 1, ..., n for i = 1, ..., k (3.33)

c⇤jt = [cg]
⇤
jt for g = 1, ..., n for j = 1, ...,K (3.34)
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cw⇤
it =

X

j2�it

c⇤jt 8 j 2 �it (3.35)

The aggregate demand for consumption goods inside each local market and
for the whole economy can be computed as (for g=1,...,n and s=1,...,k):

dcgm
t = [dcgms ]t with d

cgm
s =

nX

ī=1

([c◆(s)]
p⇤
 ̃īs

+ [c◆(s)]
w⇤
 ̃īs

)t (3.36)

3.4.7 Phase ⌧7: exchanges, rationing and purchased quantities in

the consumption goods market

At the moment of exchange, in consumption goods market, if the demand
is greater that the supply ARAs are rationed. For a detailed description of
the rationing procedure see the appendix E. The levels of rationing inside
the whole system is indicated with:

ratcgmt = scgmt ↵ dcgm
t (3.37)

Remember that if ratcgmit �1, ratcgmit =1 is imposed. Each producer (worker)
is rationed by the suppliers of his local market. This means that cpit and
cjt are the quantities e↵ectively bought respectively by each producer i and
worker j. The quantities e↵ectively bought by each ARA for consumption
after rationing is represented for the producers and workers by the vectors:

cpit = [cpg]it for g = 1, ..., n i = 1, ..., k (3.38)

cjt = [cg]jt for g = 1, ..., n j = 1, ...,K (3.39)

cwit =
X

j2�it

cjt 8 j 2 �it (3.40)

It is possible to compute the unsold quantities of commodities for each
producer:

uns

cgm
it = s

cgm
it � [

nX

ī=1

(cp◆(i) + c

w
◆(i)) ̃īs(i)

]t (3.41)
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3.4.8 Phase ⌧8: consumer exchange

After the exchanges in the consumption goods market, each ARA has at
disposal his final consumption vector. Nevertheless, it is possible that this
final vector is di↵erent with respect to his desired consumption basket. This
could happen due to rationing in the consumption goods market; indeed, if
ARA’s consumption demand has not been fully satisfied, the final consump-
tion vector c is necessarily di↵erent with respect to the desired consumption
vector c⇤. In this phase the ARAs of each enterprise (producer and his work-
ers) can exchange mutually their consumption goods at the relative prices
in order to catch their desired consumption basket. Remember that in this
phase these exchanges do not imply a new computation of the total amount
of IOUs because it is a barter exchange.

3.4.9 Phase ⌧9: migration

At the end of the production period workers can decide to change their loca-
tion and to work for another enterprise. The matrix Mt has to be updated
and the matrixMt+1 can be computed according to the behavioural function
of the thought experiment. Each worker can move only to a neighbouring
enterprise one time each production period. Considering several production
periods, each worker can work for more production periods for the same
enterprise, return to the same enterprise or can move along all the lattice
and work inside di↵erent local markets. The particular rules of migration
are defined in the experimental setting of the thought experiment.

3.4.10 Revenues, expenditures and financial balances

At the end of the production period t it is possible to compute the revenues
and the expenditures of each ARA and all the financial magnitudes. The
revenues and expenditures of each producer can be computed as:

revenuesit = (spgmit � uns

pgm
it + s

cgm
it � uns

cgm
it )pit + L

sp
it wit (3.42)

expendituresit = q̄itps(i)t + q

L
itwit + c̄itps(i)t (3.43)

Fit = revenuesit � expendituresit (3.44)

Considering that the quantity of labour sold by worker j is multiplied for
the wage of the enterprise i in which the worker j is enrolled (the same for
the producer: the quantity of labour of the producer i is multiplied for the
wage of his enterprise i) the revenues and expenditures of each worker can
be computed:

revenuesjt = L

sw
jt wit (3.45)

expendituresjt = c̄jtps(j)t (3.46)
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Fjt = revenuesjt � expendituresjt (3.47)

The revenues, expenditures and profits of each enterprise can be computed
as:

revenues

ent
it = (spgmit � uns

pgm
it + s

cgm
it � uns

cgm
it )pit (3.48)

expenditures

ent
it = q̄itps(i)t + q

L
itwit (3.49)

F

ent
it = revenues

ent
it � expenditures

ent
it = profitit (3.50)

The wealth can be updated:

wealthit = wealthi,t�1 + Fit (3.51)

wealth

ent
it = wealth

ent
i,t�1 + F

ent
it (3.52)

wealthjt = wealthj,t�1 + Fjt (3.53)

By construction, if the financial accounting of all producers and workers are
aggregated (so that to compute the variables F p

t , F
w
t , wealthpt and wealth

w
t ),

it must be always true that:

Ft = F

p
t + F

w
t ⌘0 (3.54)

F

p
t = revenues

p
t � expenditures

p
t (3.55)

F

w
t = revenues

w
t � expenditures

w
t (3.56)

wealtht = wealth

p
t + wealth

w
t ⌘0 (3.57)

wealth

p
t+1 = wealth

p
t + F

p
t wealth

w
t+1 = wealth

w
t + F

w
t (3.58)

It is possible to compute other national accounting magnitudes, such as the
total production of a particular commodity g, the surplus vector or the total
value of wages and profits. All these magnitudes can be trivially computed
through aggregation of the variables presented previously for the single ARA
worker, producer or enterprise.

3.5 General setting of the thought experiments

The digital economic laboratory can be transformed into a concrete set of al-
gorithms. It is worth remembering that the author of the present paper has
already developed the algorithms of the model through the computer pro-
gram MATLAB . All the model is composed by mathematical equations
that are algorithmically coherent and can be computed with whatever cal-
culator. Indeed, there are no stochastic elements in this algorithmic model
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and its dimension is parametric (a high number of ARAs and local mar-
kets can be considered). The use of the computer is necessary only because
the computational time is high and grows with the dimension of the ex-
periment (i.e., with the number of production periods and ARAs). The
digital economic laboratory has been built with the purpose to use it to run
laboratory experiments, which compose the thought experiment. The labo-

ratory experiments will be di↵erent depending on the di↵erent functional
forms of the behavioural functions and the di↵erent values of the parame-
ters and initial conditions. Nevertheless, the building blocks of the digital

economic laboratory remain fixed. Having decided to study a specific theo-
retical economic problem, it is necessary to prepare the thought experiment

accordingly. Whatever thought experiment has to follow a precise sequence
of steps in order to be theoretically rigorous and able to produce robust
results. These steps imply the definition of the features of the laboratory

experiments: initial conditions and parameters (that determine the struc-
ture of the virtual market and represent its initial data set), the behavioural
functions, the particular rules of trading and the rules of migration and
production. In particular, the behavioural function will define the variables
L

s⇤ (labour supply), c⇤ (demand for consumption goods), vp (production
volume), ↵, �, ⌘ and � (investment decision), p (prices) and w (wages).
A lot of laboratory experiments can be needed in order to collect statistics
and to have some form of generality. This sequence of steps allows to con-
struct thought experiments theoretically rigorous and able to produce robust
results.

3.6 The research topics in the laboratory

It is possible to clarify what research questions can be formulated in the
digital economic laboratory. The “answer” to the question will be given in
terms of frequencies of the results with respect to the changes of some details
of the experiments. Please note that the tailoring of di↵erent thought exper-
iments and research questions may be based on the results of the answers
to other research questions.

1. Research questions without economic policy

(a) Self-adjusting economic systems

i. Production prices and uniform wage rates and profit rates :
will the variables in the experiments converge towards pro-
duction prices and uniform wages and profits? Will some
local markets exhibit local behaviours di↵erent from global
ones?

ii. Choice of methods: will the methods chosen be the ones most
e�cient? Will the di↵erent producers belonging to the same
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industry adopt the same method of production? Will some
local markets exhibit local behaviours di↵erent from global
ones?

iii. Credit and debt : will persistent credit and debt relations
emerge between workers and producers? How will these
credit and debt relations evolve in time?

iv. Distribution issues : will the system be able to ensure an
equal distribution of income between workers and producers?

(b) Introduction of innovations: study of the conditions that can
make a producer (the innovator) to introduce a new production
method.

2. Research questions with economic policy

(a) Introduction of an interest rate: there are di↵erent types of eco-
nomic policies, for example policies that concentrate on the rev-
enues and costs of the financial holdings (the IOUs) through the
introduction of an interest rate.

4 Conclusions

The purpose of this paper was the construction of a digital economic lab-

oratory able to consider out-of-equilibrium market behaviour and where
it will be possible to run thought experiments aimed to answer di↵erent
research questions about equilibrium, distribution, technological e�ciency
and economic policy. One of the novelty of the digital economic laboratory

of the present paper is its coherence with the mathematics of the digital
computer. Following computable methods, the digital economic laboratory

has been constructed so that to be algorithmically grounded and based on
book-keeping principles. It is worth remembering that the author of the
present paper has already developed the digital economic laboratory with
the computer program MATLAB and di↵erent thought experiments will
be discussed in a dedicated paper. Summarizing, the purpose of the present
paper was the introduction of a powerful instrument, the digital economic

laboratory, as an answer to the need to develop models able to explore the
complexity of out-of-equilibrium market behaviour and grounded on book-
keeping principles and computable methods.
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Appendices

A Producers and the local markets

For example, for the case s=9 (9 local markets) the matrix ˜

 = [ ̃īs] and
 = [ īs]corresponds to:

˜

 =
⇥

˜

 1
˜

 2
˜

 3
˜

 4
˜

 5
˜

 6
˜

 7
˜

 8
˜

 9

⇤

˜

 =

2

4
9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1

3

5

 =
⇥
 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9

⇤

 =

2

4
1 1 4 4 4 7 7 7 1
2 2 2 5 5 5 8 8 8
9 3 3 3 6 6 6 9 9

3

5

For each producer, it is possible to calculate (remember that if i=µn for
µ=1,...,n, ◆(i)=n):

i=1 ◆(1)=mod(1/3)=1

i=2 ◆(2)=mod(2/3)=2

i=3 ◆(3)=3

i=4 ◆(4)=mod(4/3)=1

i=5 ◆(5)=mod(5/3)=2

i=6 ◆(6)=3

i=7 ◆(7)=mod(7/3)=1

i=8 ◆(8)=mod(8/3)=2

i=9 ◆(9)=3

And for each local market:

s=1 ◆(1)=1 s(1)=1  ̃1=[9 1 2]  1=[1 2 9]
s=2 ◆(2)=2 s(2)=2  ̃2=[1 2 3]  2=[1 2 3]
s=3 ◆(3)=3 s(3)=3  ̃3=[2 3 4]  3=[4 2 3]
s=4 ◆(4)=1 s(4)=4  ̃4=[3 4 5]  4=[4 5 3]
s=5 ◆(5)=2 s(5)=5  ̃5=[4 5 6]  5=[4 5 6]
s=6 ◆(6)=3 s(6)=6  ̃6=[5 6 7]  6=[7 5 6]
s=7 ◆(7)=1 s(7)=7  ̃7=[6 7 8]  7=[7 8 6]
s=8 ◆(8)=2 s(8)=8  ̃8=[7 8 9]  8=[7 8 9]
s=9 ◆(9)=3 s(9)=9  ̃9=[8 9 1]  9=[1 8 9]
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B Workers and migration

In this section is reported a numerical example of the migration inside the
digital economic laboratory. Consider as an example the case of 3 producers
and 9 workers with 3 workers enrolled for each enterprise at time t (k=3
and K=9). After one production period, workers can migrate so that their
location change as in figure B.1. This graphical representation can be sum-
marised into the matrix M(1:2,1:K). For the example of the figure B.1, for
time t and time t+1:

M(1 : 2, 1 : K)t =


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 3

�

M(1 : 2, 1 : K)t+1 =


1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
2 1 3 2 1 1 1 3 3

�

For the case with 9 producers and 81 workers (k=9 and K=81, figure
B.2), with 9 workers enrolled for each enterprise at time t, the matrices are:

M t =


1 2 ... 9 10 ... 21 ... 45 46 ... 81
1 1 ... 1 2 ... 3 ... 5 6 ... 9

�

M t+1 =


1 ... 17 18 ... 45 ... 62 63 ... 80 81
1 ... 2 3 ... 6 ... 7 6 ... 9 1

�

The matrix �it(1 : k̃it, 1) corresponds, for the case of the previous exam-
ple in figure B.1, for time t and time t+1:

�1t = [1 2 3]T �2t = [4 5 6]T �3t = [7 8 9]T with k̃1t,2t,3t = 3

�1,t+1 = [2 5 6 7]T �2,t+1 = [1 4]T �3,t+1 = [3 8 9]T

with k̃1,t+1 = 4 k̃2,t+1 = 2 k̃3,t+1 = 3
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Figure B.1: The lattice and migration for the case with 3 producers: in the

figure there is an example of the lattice and the migration of workers or the case with 3

producers and 9 workers. The 3 coloured squares represent the producers (k=3; producer

1 is pink, producer 2 is yellow, producer 3 is green) while the violet squares represent the

workers. Each producer can hire a maximum number of workers equal to K (K=9). At

time t each enterprise hired 3 workers. Workers 1,2,3 are hired by producer 1, workers

4,5,6 are hired by producer 2 and workers 7,8,9 are hired by producer 3. At time t+1

workers migrate so that workers 2,5,6,7 are hired by producer 1; workers 1 and 4 are hired

by producer 2 while workers 8,9,3 are hired by producer 3. Producer 1 hires 4 workers,

producer 2 hires 2 workers while producer 2 hires 3 workers. Workers can migrate in the

neighbouring enterprises. Thanks to the ring structure of the lattice workers enrolled in

enterprise 1 (or 3) can migrate to the enterprise 3 (or 1).
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9

10 19 28 37 46 55 64 73

11 20 29 38 47 56 65 74

12 21 30 39 48 57 66 75

13 22 31 40 49 58 67 76

14 23 32 41 50 59 68 77

15 24 33 42 51 60 69 78

16 25 34 43 52 61 70 79

17 26 35 44 53 62 71 80

18 27 36 45 54 63 72 81
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Figure B.2: The migration for the case with 9 producers: in the figure there is

an example of the lattice and the migration of workers for the case with 9 producers and

81 workers. The rules are the same of the previous figure. Thanks to the ring structure

of the lattice workers enrolled in enterprise 1 (or 9) can migrate to the enterprise 9 (or 1).
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C The choice of the method: the algorithm

Starting from the input-output multidimensional matrix T , with g=1,...,n
and zg=1,...,mg, di↵erent producers of the same commodity g can use dif-
ferent methods zg of the matrix �(:, :, g) or converge to the same method
between the mg at disposal for each commodity. Each producer knows
which commodity he can produce. This information is collected inside the
multidimensional matrix O(1:n,1:mg,i). Consider that oitgzg=1 if g=◆(i) and

o

it
gzg=0 in the other cases1. For the choice of the method, the producer will
make reference to the prices and the wage announced in his local market.
Given this information, he will firstly calculate the matrix ⌃it, which repre-
sents the cost of production of the commodity g for each possible alternative
method zg

2. Secondly, the producer will calculate the matrix of the value of
production V it given the prices and the wage inside his local market (s=i).
At this point, each producer can find the method zg that maximize his ex-
pected profit, that is computed as the di↵erence between the possible value
of production and the correspondent cost of production. In detail, consid-
ering that each producer produces only one commodity, the profit matrix
can be computed as ⇧it, where ⇡itgzg 6= 0 only if g=◆(i). At this point the
producer can select the maximum value for the row g=◆(i) inside the matrix
⇧it so that max(⇧it(◆(i),:))=⇡⇤◆(i)z⇤g it with z

⇤
g corresponding to the optimal

method for the production of the commodity ◆(i). As a consequence, the
selected method for the production of the unique commodity will be for each
producer (considering g=◆(i)) �⇤

it, in which is possible to distinguish �
⇤

it ,
�

⇤
it , �

⇤
it and �

⇤
it . All the equations are reported below:

T (1 : n, 1 : (n+ 2), 1 : mg) =
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1
For example, in the case each producer has full access to all themg alternative methods

the matrix O would became for producer 2 which produces commodity 2 with at disposal

5 alternative methods for the production of his commodity (n=3, mg=5, ◆(2)=2):

O(1 : n, 1 : mg, 2) =

2

4
0 0 0 0 0

1 1 1 1 1

0 0 0 0 0

3

5

It is important to underline that it is possible to change this hypothesis in order to test

di↵erent access to methods for di↵erent producers in time (i.e., from O to Ot).
2
The cost for the production of all commodities is computed, because producers have

access to the whole input-output multidimensional matrix T , but the matrix of the access

to methods O will determine at the end which commodity can be e↵ectively produced.

As already explained, in the digital economic laboratory it is supposed that each producer

can produce only one commodity.
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�(1 : mg, 1 : (n+ 2), g) =

2

6664
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O(1 : n, 1 : mg, i) = [ogzg ]it for o

it
gzg = 0, 1 and i = 1, ..., k (C.3)

⌃it(1 : n, 1 : mg) = [�gzg ]it �

it
gzg = T (g, 1 : (n+ 1), zg) ⇤ [p̄s(i) wi]

T (C.4)

V it(1 : n, 1 : mg) = [vgzg ]it with v

it
gzg = T (g, (n+ 2), zg) ⇤ p gs (C.5)

⇧it(1 : n, 1 : mg) = [⇡gzg ]it with ⇡

it
gzg = (vitgzg � �

it
gzg) ⇤ o

it
gzg (C.6)

[z⇤g ]it = [zg]it | [⇡◆(i)zg ]it = max(⇧it(◆(i), :)) (C.7)
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g ]it (C.11)

�

⇤
it = �(zit⇤g , (n+ 2), g) = [

z⇤g
g ]it (C.12)
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D Rationing procedure phase ⌧3: the algorithm

We can compute the values of the matrix Q(1 : k, 1 : n, t) as follows:

q̄it = ¯ãit ~ rat

pgm
 s(i)t

(D.1)

q

L
it = l̃it ⇤ ratLit (D.2)

Remembering that:

rat

pgm
 s(i)t

= [ratpgm īs(i)
]Tt for ī = 1, ..., n (D.3)

The rationing in the labour force market is computed in the following
way:

L

sp
it = L

d
it ⇤ ratLit ⇤ shl

p
it with shl

p
it = L

sp⇤
it /L

s⇤
it (D.4)
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it = L

d
it ⇤ ratLit ⇤ shlwit with shl

w
it = L

sw⇤
it /L

s⇤
it (D.5)

L

sw
it =

X

j2�it

L

sw
jt for i = 1, ..., k (D.6)

E Rationing procedure phase ⌧7: the algorithm

Consider cit and cjt as the quantities e↵ectively bought respectively by each
producer i and worker j after rationing:

cit = [cg]it for g = 1, ..., n i = 1, ..., k (E.1)

cjt = [cg]jt for g = 1, ..., n j = 1, ...,K (E.2)

These vectors have the same dimensions of the vectors c⇤it and c⇤jt, which
correspond to the quantities desired respectively by each producer i and
worker j. Each element of the vectors cit and cjt is computed as follows:

cit = c

⇤
it ~ rat

cgm
 s(i)t

(E.3)

cjt = c

⇤
jt ~ rat

cgm
 s(i)t

with j 2 �it (E.4)

rat

cgm
 s(i)t

= [ratcgm īs(i)
]Tt for ī = 1, ..., n (E.5)
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F Methods and residuals
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Figure F.1: The residual mechanism: each ARA producer uses the residuals from

production through the use of a particular set of techniques which allows him to use not

all the commodities for the production of his commodity. In the figure, with

˜T1, the first

method among those of the matrix

˜T should be considered.
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G Table of contents

Notation Example Description

Bold Capital letters Et = [Eit] matrix (whole economy or single ARA)

small and bold letters q column vector

� q̄ row vector

ī ī i producer inside a local market

small letters wealth, q single value of a matrix

cgm/pgm (superscript) s

cgm consumption/production goods market

d (superscript) L

d demand

e (superscript) d

e expectation

ent (superscript) F

ent enterprise

g (super/subscript) qg commodity g

i (also super/subscript) ci producer i

j (also subscript) cj worker j

L (superscript) ratL labour market

p (superscript) wealth

p producer

s (subscript) pst local market s

s (superscript) Ls
t supply

t (subscript) cit time t

T (superscript) qT transpose matrix

w (superscript) wealth

w all workers enrolled in the same enterprise

↵ q↵DI division element by element

~ D~R Hadamard product (product el. by el.)
⇤

z

⇤
i

⇤ optimal/desired matrix/values

˜  ̃1 variants of existing matrices or values

Blackboard Bold , � , technological matrix or coe�cient

F FARAp
it

function

Table G.1: Table of the notation: the general rules of notation (symbols, superscripts

and subscripts) are described in this table.
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Symbol Description

↵ % of actual production to keep for next exchange

� % of actual production devoted to consumption market

� % of actual production to keep for next production and exchange

� parameter for the computation of the investment demand

⌘ % of actual production to keep for next production

⇥ matrix of the preference-propensity-technical parameters

◆ ◆(i)/◆(s): function indicating the good produced by i or inside s

µ series of natural numbers di↵erent from zero µ 2 0

⇧ expected profits for each method of production

⌃ cost of production for each method of production

� elements of the matrix ⌃

⌧ logical phases of the period t

⌥ matrix of the location of the ARA

� matrix of the methods of production of a single commodity g

� single method of production of a single commodity g

� matrix of the enrolled workers

� element of the matrix of the enrolled workers

 matrix of the producers inside each local market

 a particular producer of each local market

⌦ information set

Table G.2: Table of Greek letters: in this table, all the variables and parameters

expressed in Greek letters are described.

Table G.3: Table of letters: variables and parameters.

Letter Description

technological input requirement (commodities)
ã demand of commodities
a quantity of commodities used in production

technological output
b quantity of commodities produced
c consumption
d aggregate demand of commodities (cgm or pgm)
e endowment for exchange
ẽ endowment for production
expenditures expenditures

Table G.3: go ahead in the next page
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Table G.3: from previous page

Letter Description

F financial balance
H matrix of the variables of the model
K total number of workers (for the whole economy)
k total number of producers/local markets
k̃ number of enrolled workers

technological input requirement (labour)
l̃ demand of labour
l quantity of labour used in production
Ls labour supply
M migration matrix
mg number of alternative methods of production for commodity g

n total number of commodities
O matrix of the access to techniques
p prices
profit level of profit
q real quantities bought
qprod real quantities devoted to production
qused real quantities used for production
rat rationing
residual residuals after production
revenues revenues
s aggregate supply of commodities (cgm or pgm)
shl share of labour
T matrix of the methods of production
˜T matrix of the methods for the residual mechanism
uns unsold commodities
V value of production for each method
vp production volume
wealth wealth
zg alternative methods of production for commodity g

Table G.3: conclusion from previous page
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